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However complex the workings of 
living systems, they share with all 
systems the same physical 
principles of the conservation and 
transformation of matter and energy. 
Over time, matter cycles and energy 
flows between organisms and 
between organisms and the physical 
environment.  5E/H4**

As energy is transformed in living 
systems, some energy is stored in 
newly made structures but much 
is dissipated into the environment. 
Therefore, continual input of 
energy from sunlight keeps the 
process going.  5E/H3b* The atoms that make up the 

molecules of living things pass 
through food webs and are 
combined and recombined in 
different ways. 5E/H3a*

Almost all food 
energy comes 
originally from 
sunlight.  5E/M3c

All organisms, including 
plants and animals have 
mechanisms for storing 
molecules from food for 
later use.  5E/M1c*

Plants use sugar molecules to 
make a variety of larger 
carbon-containing molecules 
that become part of their body 
structures. 5E/M5**

The carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen 
atoms that living organisms use 
originally come from the 
environment and are returned to 
the environment.  Decomposers 
play a large role in this exchange 
through their ability to use dead 
organisms for food. 5E/M2*

Plants and animals get energy 
by carrying out a chemical 
reaction between oxygen 
molecules and the molecules 
from food and producing 
carbon dioxide molecules and 
water molecules. 5E/M3b*

Some kinds of organisms 
consume other organisms 
for food, using carbon- 
containing molecules from 
food to make a variety of 
other carbon-containing 
molecules that become 
part of their body 
structures.   5E/M1d*

In the process of 
making sugars, plants 
transform light energy 
into chemical energy. 
5E/M4**

Energy can change 
from one form to 
another in living 
things.  5E/M3a All organisms need food 

as a source of molecules 
that provide chemical 
energy and building 
materials.  5E/M1a*

Some kinds of organisms make 
their own food.  Plants, for 
example, make sugar molecules 
from carbon dioxide molecules 
and water molecules.  In the 
process of making sugar 
molecules, oxygen molecules are 
produced as well. 5E/M1b*

All organisms, both land based 
and aquatic, consume other 
organisms, are consumed by 
other organisms, or both. These 
relationships form a global 
network of interconnections 
referred to as a food web.    
5D/M4**  

Animals need food for 
fuel and building 
materials in order to stay 
alive and grow. 5E/E2*

Almost all kinds of 
animals' food can be 
traced back to plants.  
5E/E1

Most plants and animals 
need to take in both water 
and air. In addition, 
animals need to take in 
food, and plants need 
light.  5E/P1* Animals eat plants 

or other animals 
for food.  5D/P1a

When substances interact to 
form new substances, the 
atoms that make up the 
molecules of the original 
substances are rearranged 
into new molecules. 
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